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Article titled "Defendants Face Laws of Automated License Plate Readers in Chicagoan Unlawful Invasion between..."

1. Chicago: Equity & Vision Zero Debate

Forum: 07-11-2012 01:31 AM

Article looks at debate over use of automated license plate readers in Chicago, highlighting tension between equity and Vision Zero goals. Text: "In Chicago, there are concerns over the use of license plate readers..."

Thomas J. Bamonte
Senior Program Manager, Automated Vehicles
North Central Texas Council of Governments
Arlington, TX

2. RE: Chicago: Equity & Vision Zero Debate

Forum: 07-12-2012 12:26 PM

Reply to the post: "Thanks for the clarification, the article was referencing the 'Vision' by the University of Illinois at Chicago, and the results were contrasting."

Shazid Khan
Associate Director, Mobility
Federal Hill & Liberty Greenway Village NC

3. RE: Chicago: Equity & Vision Zero Debate

Forum: 07-13-2012 08:30 AM

Reply to the post: "Counterpoint to the Chicago article: 'Roadway Share Amendment Is Aiding the Need to Let Motorists Drive at Speed and Sustain..."